Infor Marketing Resource Management

Remove the surprise factor
from marketing
Marketing environments are more complex than ever,
and keeping a firm grasp of all your activities, events,
communications, expenditures, and resources can be
challenging and time-consuming. Increasingly,
companies like yours are adopting technologies to
help them automate marketing to improve their
operational efficiency. By defining your key marketing
processes and business drivers, and introducing
efficiency and best practices through centralized
automation, you’ll achieve a solid foundation for all
marketing efforts and activities across your company.

Let us help
Whatever the size of your company or complexity of
your marketing department, you’ll benefit from
Infor® Marketing Resource Management, a powerful
and scalable marketing software solution used by
marketing departments worldwide. With Marketing
Resource Management-which is affordable, easy to
adopt, and easy to use-you’ll be able to:
• Plan and optimize marketing activities.
• Automate marketing processes.
• Manage collaborative production.
• Control budgets and finances.
• Localize print materials.
• Manage digital brand assets.
• Improve decision-making through analytics.
Plus, you’ll get:
• Software that’s rated a “leader in the Gartner® MRM
Magic Quadrant in 2012, 2013, and 2014
• A modern, streamlined user interface that makes
users feel at home, leading to a higher user
adoption rate
• Integration with Infor Marketing

You can manage all your marketing
activities, along with the resources
and management processes required
to get your programs, campaigns, and
activities to market faster.

Your team will be up and running quickly-and
experience huge savings in time, costs, and
frustration-because we specialize in software that
provides quick value.

Integrate your marketing
software
With Infor Marketing Resource Management, you can
manage all your marketing activities, along with the
resources and management processes required to get
your programs, campaigns, and activities to market
faster. Whether you have five marketers or hundreds
across the globe, Marketing Resource Management is
a scalable solution that is equally powerful and easy
to use.
You’ll be able to:
• Speed up the approval and review process, and
ensure 100% compliance.
• Facilitate effortless teamwork, no matter where in
the world your team is.
• Get your work done twice as fast, and increase staff
productivity by as much as 45%.
• Remove the surprise factor from marketing, as you’ll
get sweeping views of all projects, costs,
and activities.

Plus, you can integrate to other business systems. Join
Global 2000 and mid-sized companies that access the
system via Infor’s SAS70-compliant, high-security hosting
and maintenance facilities, scalable to thousands of users.
With Infor Marketing Resource Management, you’ll get:
• A marketing calendar and planning tool. Take
advantage of instant insight into marketing plans,
programs, activities, and budgets. View planned,
current, and archived activities through shared
calendars across departments, regions, and countries.
• Foundation services. Give certified administrators
comprehensive control over business rules, workflow
templates, multiple languages, currencies, and
advanced configurations. Alter configurations on the fly
when products, teams, and offerings change.
• Marketing workflow manager. Manage key
processes, including discussion forums, timelines, and
artwork approval workflows that expedite production
from the smallest production job to the largest
integrated multi-channel campaign.
• Digital asset management. Store marketing materials,
research documentation, and any other digital assets in
this central repository. Transform image files from
high-resolution to low-resolution formats, retaining
all versions.
• Marketing financials. Set up and track marketing
budgets in one single database solution, automatically
and efficiently driving budget and spending
management processes. Manage investments and
budgets according to any preferred structure.

Your team will be up and running
quickly—and experience huge savings in
time, costs, and frustration—because we
specialize in software that provides
quick value.

• Marketing analytics. Measure marketing ROI with this
powerful reporting tool. Provide instant marketing
reports and insights from your desktop or
mobile device.
• Copy and creative approval. Reduce time to market
for campaigns with a faster approval and
review process.

See results now
Get everything you need to manage all your marketing
activities with Infor Marketing Resource Management.
You’ll be able to extract, aggregate, and present
information clearly and simply through a centralized
system that brings together valuable data from all your
marketing activities.
For more information, connect with Infor Marketing
Management on Twitter @InforMarketing, on LinkedIn or
visit our blog.
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About Infor
Infor is fundamentally changing the way information is published and consumed in the enterprise, helping 70,000
customers in more than 200 countries and territories improve operations, drive growth, and quickly adapt to changes in
business demands. To learn more about Infor, please visit www.infor.com.
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